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18th Century “CONDER” TOKENS-------17TH Century tokens—19th Century tokens
Medals, medalets, unusual historical items---Welcome to list #91. No, have not retired yet, my blathering in that vein was, as it turned out, premature.
Someday, though!! In the meantime, I have carried on, previewed both the Baldwin’s at St. James sale, and
attended the auction, and previewed the DNW sale, which had been postponed until 8 November. As I would
have had to wait nearly three weeks to attend the auction I came home on schedule, and did like many of you
probably did, bid on line.
One at a time---the Baldwin at St. James auction, contained items on consignment from Baldwin’s
basement, thus it was the 5th sale to have the “Basement” as the star supplier. I am calling it BBV, or the fifth
sale done out of the basement. I previewed the sale two days before it happened, and found that it contained
a lot of really excellent group lots, and some nice singles. A good sale overall, a few lots were not all that
great but the majority were items one could be proud of. I bid, and won a fair number without going crazy,
and have that material, all nice, in a double row box and it will be coming your way over the next lists.
The DNW sale---it took one look at the material, and a couple more trips through the catalogue when I got
home, to realize that this was a VERY special sale. It was catalogued as “The Property of a Gentleman”,
which is to tell you that we will not know who put this material in the sales stream. But----I can tell you a lot
about the tokens. Most of the pieces were listed as being from the Gantz sale.
No idea who that was, I never heard of him in all the years I have been playing in this playpen, and here is
what I found out. The Reverend William Lewis Gantz was the owner---he was born in 1873, and passed
away in 1940. His collection was put up for sale June 23-27 1941 at Glendinings auction house. That it was a
four or five day sale, tells a bit about the number of tokens he had. Many turned out to be special pieces.
The way I have it, the son of the man who bought them in 1941 found them in a box (coin cabinet?) in the
home, just recently. The family had NO idea that they were extant, but there they were. The Gentleman had
a wonderful eye, and bought good things.
In looking at the tokens, I was amazed by the pieces in it with mintages of 4, 6, or 8, strikes of tokens that
were listed on the holders as proofs (probably presentation strikes, but possibly proofs), and other than that
simply superb, wonderful pieces that were full luster and fully UNC, at the top of their game. After viewing
them, and going through the catalogue at home, decided that there were 30 pieces that were special indeed,
and at the auction, managed to get around half of them. Thus, over time, there will be, from St.James
auction, a group of super nice pieces, and from the DNW auction, some startling rarities and superb items
that basically went untouched for the last 77 years, and possibly before. I think Rev. Gantz probably
obtained them from major auctions, late 19th century to around 1936 or so, but not after. He bought only
nice, rare, material, and our consigner family still had what their ancestor obtained. Untouched for years--wow!
This is a fun game, and beginning with this list you can share in the joy of what I found—and was able to
buy. I looked at it all, and thought that there was hardly a piece in the group that I would not want in my
collection. This list is a start on some special material that will be sold over this year.
Some tokens from each auction, and other venues, are on the list below I hope that you enjoy contemplating
them as much as I did when I bought them---what a great hobby, I wonder what’s next---- Bill
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Of course, have to mention the new edition of Dalton and Hamer, it has been out for a year, and without
really advertising it, has sold well.
If you have not purchased your copy, it is available from me for $125, $135 postpaid. In the UK it is
available from Alan Judd, micobwright@aol.com at 88 pounds postpaid. BUY IT NOW------The British Token Congress was as usual a success, think around 110 or so attended---a very large and well
attended bourse on Saturday night prompted many to stay late----in 2018, the Congress moves back to
Northampton, to the Hilton there. It appears that it will be Friday October 5, Sat Oct 6, and part of Sunday
October 7. Just received the TCS newsletter, and yes, those are the dates. Cost details later----List Highlights-----Gemmy Bucks 2a, Devon Exeter 1, Rare, Upcott lighthouse token, twopence, Essex
Woodford 39, a rarity, Group of Gloucester pennies, Hampshire 2 AND 3, nice pair, a Southampton
117 farthing, very rare, a St Alban’s Farthing, a Kent #5 without the usual die flaw through date, A 29
gram Brass Lancaster penny, rare, a Middlesex 2bis sixpence, a Middlesex 24, original striking (28
struck) by Milton, and a gem UNC---Rare and sought Spence halfpennies and farthings, and a LOT
more!! Enjoy the list, SAVE IT, not all of these rarities will be sold, might still be there later--This has been a lot of fun to put together, more to come as the year goes on----- Bill
18TH CENTURY PROVINCIAL (CONDER) TOKENS
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AMERSHAM
2a
1797 Musical Instruments//A speedy and lasting peace, &c. Brown, but with
full original luster, essentially a gem, and quite Scarce. $345. HB
AYLESBURY
3
1796 Justice Seated//Arms. tiny spot, otherwise choice, UNC nice $125.
AYLESBURY
7
1796 Bust R//Flags, liberty cap. Usual center strike weakness, but better than
usual, actually---Dark glossy flan, nice luster and surfaces, but nets AU and for price, $145.
CHESHAM
20
1795 Lion over a castle//Arms. 1 tone spot, cpl minor mks, EF $55
Another, super luster AU, very close to UNC, $85.
SLOUGH
22
1796 Shield of Arms//Lion Rampant. 60% red, super UNC $175.
SLOUGH
23
1796 Shield of Arms//The Red Lion Inn. Sm rev rim tick, net AEF $135.
DEVONSHIRE
EXETER
1
1792 Bishop Blaze//Arms of Exeter. RARE, the date straddles the bust at the
bottom of the token on the obverse. UNC, minor edge tic, handling, just $345.
EXETER
2
1792 Bishop Blaze//Arms of Exeter. This, the more common type, has the
date on the reverse, this a very nice AU at $85.
PLYMOUTH
6
1796 Female spinning//Man in loom. Brown, very nice EF $45.
UPCOTT-----Davis 21, 1801. View of the Eddystone Lighthouse//View of the Spurn Lighthouse.
This is a twopence---with 36 struck, and later another 36 struck. They are quite rare ---- this
happens to be a restrike, fully UNC, but easily told as well by the tooling on the Spurn lighthouse
which all have. The fields are a beautiful chocolate brown with superb surfaces. Somehow, it did not
get listed in D&H, most likely it was simply unknown by the authors. It is found in Davis as #21, also
listed by RC Bell with a photo in his book Tradesmen’s tickets and private tokens. A Large pretty
token, very dramatic, with no problem, a gemmy UNC $1850. RR
ESSEX
COLCHESTER
10
1794 Colchester castle//A loom. PROOFLIKE UNC, exceptional $175.
DUNMOW
11b 1793 A Flitch of Bacon//Arms of Dunmow. Bronzed, and PERFECT with
100% original luster and wonderful brown color and surfaces. UNC $395. BB-3
HORNCHURCH
33
ND
Bust Edward IV// Arms. Bronzed, super UNC, $135.
MALDON
35
ND
Arms//Arms of the Watchmaker’s guild. Minor handling, UNC $135.
WOODFORD
39
1795 A Wheat Sheaf//Compass, wheel &c, Choice UNC, luster and with
red in the devices. RARE, $675. DNW
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ARE PENNY TOKENS, the arms of Gloucester on the Reverse.
Gloucester Cathedral//Arms. Choice Bronzed UNC $195. BBV (all)
St. Michael’s Church//Arms. Bronzed UNC, superb $195.
St. Nicholas’s Church//Arms. Bronzed,spot obv, 2 on rev, UNC $115. .
St. John’s Church//Arms. Bronzed UNC, nice $165.
A beggar receiving alms//Duke of Beaufort. VF+, nice looking $45.
Bust George III//Duke of Beaufort, &c. Minor mks, UNC $110.
Apple Tree//Legend, circular pattern. Full strike, luster UNC $175!!

GLOUCESTERSHIRE #1,5,6,7
GLOUCESTER
1
1797
GLOUCESTER
5
1797
GLOUCESTER
6
1797
GLOUCESTER
7
1797
BADMINTON
22
1795
BADMINTON
24
1795
NEWENT
64
1796
HAMPSHIRE
GOSPORT 1d
2
1798 Flags, Drum//T. Wood, &c. Light die cracks, nice luster, this is
one you can be proud of, UNC $650.
GOSPORT 1d
3.
1794 Flags, Drum &c///Napoleon’s Rafts----“French folly in Building
Rafts”-This a super UNC with nice surfaces, red in ALL the devices, a really nice look. There are a
few tiny light spots on the obverse, that take a bit of effort to see. I have one of these in my
collection that I paid $1750 for, this one is only $1250 and hardly improvable given the rarity. At
the time this was made, Napoleon was planning on advancing into Britain with troops on a fleet of
rafts--- a scheme he had to give up. Historical, and very RARE, this is a heavily sought token!!
EMSWORTH
13.
1794 Bust Earl Howe//Britannia. Some red, tad luster AU $65.
EMSWORTH
23
1795 Bust Earl Howe//Rule Britannia. Fading red UNC $110
EMSWORTH
30
1795 Bust Earl Howe//Ship. GEF, luster, $55.
PORTSMOUTH
57b
1795 Bust John Howard//Britannia. Full luster UNC just $110.
SOUTHAMPTON 86.
1790 Sir Bevois//Arms. Westwood pattern token, RR-- choice UNC $425.
SOUTHAMPTON 117 1789 Farthing, RARE, George III//Visited Southampton. Gilt, but most of it
gone now, hardly shows any rub however, net will be EF + and really tough to find. $175.
HERTFORDSHIRE
St. Alban’s
5
ND
Crown in radiation//Prince of Wales crest. Farthing, lovely piece with
underlying red on both sides, nice eye appeal, UNC $375. DNW
KENT
BROOKLAND
5
1794 Kentish Horse in an oval//Hanging fleece, Cypher. Lots after a perfect
one of these, without the flaw at the date, this one VERY close, the die crack is just starting and
shows as a thin like. All lettering there and readable, grab this, a nice AU $125.
DEAL
11
1794 Ship//Arms of the Cinque Ports. Tad soft on rev, net UNC but $115.
DIMCHURCH
15
1794 Justice Standing/Sheep, Cypher. Tad weak obv, but nearly as made,
this piece nets EF/AU $135. Scarce, but nice for issue.
GOUDHURST
28a
1794. Kentish horse///Arms. Payable by Fuggles. Ch UNC $155. EF, $50.
GOUDHURST
28b
1794 As the last, but +++, not xxx on edge. Luster, choice UNC $165.
LAMBERHURST
35
1794 Arms of Chichester//Arms of Canterbury. AU + and nice $55
STAPLEHURST
40
1794 I.S.Cypher, stag’s head//Kentish Horse. Nice AU, $75.
LANCASHIRE
LANCASTER penny 2
1794 Lancaster Castle//Lancaster Bridge. Gilt---UNC, but net AU for a small
amount of rub on the very highest points on the reverse, otherwise fully gilt. Nice $225
LANCASTER penny 2
1794 Design as the last, this piece BRASS, RARE, heavy, weight is 29.1g,
A few small edge tics, but about as made, surfaces a bit dull, but basically unc, net EF $250. DNW
LANCASTER
41
1794 John of Gaunt//Arms. Some luster, nice UNC $75.
LANCASTER
43
1794 John of Gaunt//Arms//some red in devices, luster AU $65.
LANCASTER
49
1793 John of Gaunt//Arms of Liverpool. RR. A rare mule, EF-AU $120.
LANCASTER
55
1794 Arms of Lancaster//Bust, Prince of Wales. The edge with the words
“London and Liverpool” upside down, compared to the rest. Ch AU $75.
LANCASTER
59c
ND Hand with scroll/15 stars, radiated. The Kentucky Cent. GF, $195.

MIDDLESEX PENNY TOKENS
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CHRIST’S Hospital 2bis ND
Sixpence, octagonal. A later restrike eliminating the date. These did not
show up until around 1995, so are most likely a small hoard. Searching the UK dealer’s stocks, I
found a few of them, and have patiently waited to see how many there are. 15 seems right at the
moment, so RR. UNC $395. DNW
MILTON
24
1796 Hackney Church// Father Time, leaning on a coin cabinet, holding a
shield with “David Alves Rebello” on it. Rebello made what is considered to be the first of the
private tokens, (See Middlesex 309). Rebello died in 1796, his son had the current offering made to
honor him. There are later impressions from corroded dies. This offering is an original impression,
lovely original luster, no marks stains or problems, just a wonderful gem. A perfect token with a
timeless look, wonderful die making and manufacture, by far the best one I have seen of a very few
over the years. On my list near the top of the top 10 tokens---no disappointments. $2950. DNW
YOUNG’S
39
1794 View of St. Paul’s cathedral//Cross in radiation. UNC, nice $95.
KEMPSON’S
51
ND
Christ’s Church Hospital//Arms of London. Tad red, UNC $185
SKIDMORE
164
ND
Lord Stormont’s//Arms. glossy fading red, slabbed MS 63,Yours $165.
NATIONAL
182
1789 George III//Crowned harp, laurel. RRR, this in a AU55 slab, seems
right to me, very rare piece. May be about as struck---White metal, toned down, nice, just $395.
NATIONAL
186
1788 George III//William III---toned UNC $115.
Pol-SOCIAL
223
ND
Bust Fox//Resistless Speaker, &c. Ch UNC, red in all devices, $225.
MIDDLESEX HALFPENNIES
BURCHELL’S
260
ND Sugar Plumbs for Worms//Anodyne necklace. Bronzed UNC $135.
CHELSEA
277
1795 Sailor with a wooden leg//Hope, Anchor. Full luster UNC $135.
GUEST’S
308b 1795 Royal Arms//Boot, shoes &c. UNC, spot under date, just $95.
HACKNEY
312b ND Paint pot, &c. //Cypher. 100% red UNC, RARE, $295.
HALL’S
315c 1795 Deformed Dwarf//Hall’s & c. choice brown UNC $155. Rev, soft cntr.
IBBERSON’S
342
ND St George, Dragon//Mail coaches &c. Choice bzd PROOF, UNC $245.
MASONIC
371c 1790 Freemason’s Arms//Cupid, Masonic symbols. RR, EF-AU $125.
NEWGATE
394
1794 Newgate Prison//Crown, King and Constitution. Ch brn UNC $185.
PIDCOCK
434 1801 Lion & Dog//Cockatoo. Bronzed AU $125.
PIDCOCK
447a ND
Antelope//Ostrich. Super luster, prooflike, UNC $225.
PIDCOCK
457
1801 The Wanderow (Ape)//Cockatoo. UNC/AU, price $195.
SALTER’S
473
ND Hatmakers at work//Shop Front. Strong and nice brown UNC $125
SIM’S
478a ND Bust David Garrick//Tragic, Comic masks. Tad rub, nice AU $65.
SKIDMORE
483
1791 Register Stove//Anchor. RR, Lacquered UNC, cheap, $245
Churches--576
ND
St. Giles, Cripplegate//Cypher. red UNC, tiny spot MS 62 slab $135
Churches---650
ND
Bishopsgate//Rev #1. Bronzed, full luster, UNC $145.
SPENCE’S
690b 1794 Bust Spence//Shepherd. Nice solid UNC $185.
SPENCE’S
699
ND Spence Bookseller &c//Minerva Standing. A superb example, bronzed,
full luster, no marks, stains or spots, strong strike on Minerva, super piece $335.
SPENCE’S
726
1790 British Liberty Displayed (Sailor hijacking a landsman)--//Two
Boxers—Fashionable Amusement. Brown, nice surfaces, strike, UNC $495. RARE.
SPENCE’S
730a ND
British Liberty//Free born Englishman. A circle right in the flan behind
the padlocked man, in the flan when struck. Both sides well struck, some red, UNC $245. Cheap.
SPENCE’S
749
1795 Deserted Village//A shepherd. Small cud. Nice UNC $350.
SPENCE’S
751---`1795 A Dog//A Cat. Actually UNC, but someone used a punch behind the
cat in the field---does not go through, but leaves a bump in the field in front of the dog. The cat also
perfect, fully struck and nice. Saw one sell for $700 recently, this is net EF, $395. RARE.
SPENCE’S
829
ND
Hanging Man//Pandora’s Breeches. VG/VF, no marks, yours $110.
SPITTAL’S
902
1795 St Paul’s Cathedral//Arms. Brown UNC $115.
STINTON’S
904
1795 A Grasshopper//Tea Warehouse &c. Nice strike, luster UNC $145.

Middlesex halfpennies, Continued
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MISCELLANEOUS 926, AND 927. ND Both with A Ram//Crown over ram’s head. The 926 states that
it is for use “FO” TRADE, the 927 for use OF Trade. First AEF, second VF+, pair price $110.
SHAKESPEARE
928
1792 Bust ShakespeareWoman, Cornucopia. RARE grade, full UNC $165.
NATIONAL
932
1789 George III//”Lost to Britannia’s Hope” &c. Glossy super UNC $145.
POL-SOCIAL
1000 1795 King and Queen of France//Anchor. The anchor with legend
commemorating Earl Howe’s victory on the “Glorious First of June”---RR, super piece, $265.
ERSKNE, GIBBS
1012 1794 Two Barristers, banner//Acquitted men. GEF, $75. Nice token.
SLAVE
1037 ND
Chained kneeling slave//Clasped Hands. Nice surfaces, Ch AU $275.
TOM TACKLE
1048 ND
Tom Tackle is Rich//is Poor. Anti war statement, nice AU $275.
MIDDLESEX FARTHINGS
DENTON’S
1053 1795 2 busts facing, “we three blockheads//Denton’s. UNC $145.
ORCHARD’S
1060 1796 Bust Orchard//RO Cypher. Luster, R&B UNC UNC $145. BBV all
ORCHARD’S
1061 1803 Orchard, tea dealer//Turk standing, tea bales. Brown UNC $145
PIDCOCK’S
1066 ND
Elephant//Two headed cow. Tad red, UNC $145. BBV
SPENCE
1078 1795 King on a donkey//3 Thomas’s. Brown UNC $165. BBV
SPENCE
1083 ND Adam and Eve///A Pig. Very close to UNC, sharp AU++ $155.
SPENCE
1089 ND Adam and Eve// Chained slave. VF/GVF $155.
SPENCE
1091 1795 A Cat//hand holding book, “Pigs Meat”. Exceptional piece, most of
these are problem prone---this has NO problems, Fully struck on center, tad red, UNC $450. HB
SPENCE
1092
ND Even Fellows//Britannia Seated. Full luster, R&B UNC $295.
NORWICH-NORFOLK
3.
1797 Penny. Sentinel standing// Arms of Norwich. Full luster UNC $175.
BLOFIELD
11
ND
Sir Bevois///Flags, spear, weapons of War. Perfect surfaces, with nice
luster, this a part of a set of much desired Blofield mules. Bronzed UNC $365.
NORWICH
12
1794 Castle, Bridge// Hanging Fleece. Luster, nice UNC $125.
NORWICH
23b
ND A Bottle//Hope Standing. Full strike and luster, keeper UNC $145.
NORWICH
28
1792 Arms of Norwich//Shop Front. EF/UNC, as struck, really $55.
NORWICH
38
1792 City Arms//Man in loom. Some fading red, luster, nice UNC/AU $55
NORTHUMBERLAND
NEWCASTLE R
4
1797 Sailor//Coaly Tyne barge. Bronzed, light lacquer, beautiful UNC $455.
NEWCASTLE
5
ND
Sailor//3 Thomas’s. Light lacquer, brown, UNC $195 BBV all
NEWCASTLE
6
ND
Sailor//Britannia. Lacquer, light fingerprint, UNC $145.
NEWCASTLE R
7
1796 A Sailor//a Cat. “1813” inked on obverse, lacquered UNC $450.
NEWCASTLE
8
1795 Sailor//3 armed soldiers. Light lacquer, UNC $145.
NEWCASTLE
12
1795 Sailor Standing/Heads of man and ass. Obv strike tad weak, UNC $195
OXFORDSHIRE and RUTLAND
BANBURY
1
ND Bust Wm. Rusher//The Sun. Luster, no marks, brown UNC $155
COUNTY, RUTLAND 1
ND Col. Noel, &xc//Whose example—RARE, EF/GVF, $210.
SOMERSETSHIRE
.
BATH PENNY
4
ND
Abbey Church//Guild Hall. Dark metal, decent EF $75.
BATH PENNY
5
1794 Garden Gate//Tree. Bright look, some red, tiny spot UNC, sharp $225
COUNTY
24
1796 A Military Trophy//Mounted Horsemen. RR, very few of these for the
Loyal Somerset Yeomanry--- no marks, super surfaces, and very rare UNC $385. HB
BATH
28
ND Glover’s//28 Milsom Street. Luster AU $65.
BATH
39
1794 Bust Blaudud//Tea Urn. Full UNC, obv hairlines, net AU $75.
BATH
50c
1794 A Camel//India House. Super luster, UNC $135
BATH
66
ND Scroll, “Ready Money”//Arms of Bath. Nice UNC $125.
BRIDGEWATER
86
1794 Part of a castle and wall//Post Office bldg. Brown UNC $135.
”DUNKIKRE”
107 1795 Hanging Fleece//Dunkirk factory. Ch brown, luster, UNC $155.

STAFFORDSHIRE
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STAFFORD
4.
1801 Arms of Stafford//Cypher, Knot. PENNY TOKEN, this with `100%
hard surfaces, great strike, full luster, very RARE thus, not a flaw, $295.
TAMWORTH
9
1799 Tamworth Castle//Town Hall. Penny token, compartmented edge that
spells out “ Payable at the house of John Harding, Calico Printer, Tamworth.” Due to the
deterioration of the die, the edge is not completely struck up. RR at least, and UNC, this only $1150.
TAMWORTH
23
1795 Tamworth Castle//EB Cypher. Noted as 72 struck, this one brown, with
nice eye appeal, and super luster. RARE, choice UNC $425.
SUFFOLK
BLYTHING
19
1794 Mounted Yeoman//Castle in a garter. Full luster, UNC $125.
BUNGAY
21
1795 Justice on a pedestal..Hand, Scroll. R&B very nice UNC $145. BBV
BUNGAY
23
ND Bigod’s Castle//Justice on a pedestal. Choice, sharp brn UNC $125.
IPSWICH
34
`ND Arms of Ipswich//Man ploughing, ship sailing./ Choice UNC $135.
LOWESTOFT
37
1795 Bathing machines//men in boat, fishing. Usual weakness on the men in
the boat, and some minor marks otherwise, but full luster with some red, have to call it AU $125.
SUSSEX
BRIGHTON
6
ND Officer Standing//View of Bastille. Strike weak on figures, net EF $65.
CHICHESTER
15
1794 Queen Elizabeth I//Chichester Cross. Unbroken die, luster UNC $135.
EASTBORNE
21
1796 Fisher’s Library//Prosperity, &c. R&B prooflike UNC, tiny spot $155.
RYE
38
1796 Cypher, Rye//Bust of Earl Howe. Strong strike, UNC $265.
DNW
WARWICKSHIRE , Shillings and Pennies.
WORKHOUSE
1
1788 Woman gives alms to man and boy//Cypher. Two shillings sixpence.
One copper, gilt---minor mks and wear, so EF $110. Another, Brass, cpl mks, EF+++ $235.
WORKHOUSE
3
ND Beehive, Bees//1/6 incuse. (one shilling, 6pence). Ch UNC $250.
KEMPSON
6
1796 Caesar’s Tower//Kempson. Superb, mark free, luster, UNC $165.
GREATHEADS
9
1797 3 men in cart, gallows//If from temple bar some head was cut--&c--A White Metal token, nearly 100% bright, unreal for a WM item. RRR Thus, About UNC $1350.
JOHNSON (BBV) 12
1789 Bust Johnson//Boxing &c. RARE grade, UNC super luster, $280
PERRINS
13
1789 Bust Perrins//Boxing &c. Matching UNC, but just $145.
BIRMINGHAM
31
1798 Man behind counter, scales//Hand with gavel, Jacob Auctioneers.
Fully UNC, appears 90% gilt, some areas simply not gilded. A few obv wipe lines. Net AU just $175.
BIRMINGHAM DNW 34 1791 The Monster Sedition//Snake in the grass. White metal, minor marks,
a few really tiny spots, but fully bright as made. Exceptional piece, lists Scarce very nice AU+ $895
WARWICKSHIRE HALFPENNIES.
ALLIN’S
62
1796 Man with flag//Cheap clothes, &c. Choice fading red UNC $155.
Mining & Copper
95
1792 As the last, Bronzed, luster choice part red UNC $175.
BISSETT’S
120
ND Temple, stars//Ornaments &c, Slab MS 63, super look ch UNC $165.
Donald
123
1792 Donald & Company, //Beehive, Bees. Full luster sharp UNC $145.
KEMPSON
151
ND St. Bartholemew Chaple//Rev #3. Full luster, UNC $145.
LUTWYCHE’S
219b
ND Justice Seated//A Coining press. Tad red, wipe lines, etc, net AU $95.
SKIDMORE
224
1792 Bust, Gen. Eliot//Skidmore cypher. Choice UNC, very Scarce $295
COVENTRY
238 1793 Lady Godiva//Elephant and Castle. Brown UNC $125
COVENTRY
238b 1793 Lady Godiva//Elephant and Castle. Obverse, weak strike, AU net $85.
COVENTRY
293
1797 Ford’s Hospital//Arms of Coventry. PL luster, nice UNC $155.
WILKINSON
339
1792 Bust Wilkinson//Ship. Far nicer than usual, NEF, $135.
WORCESTERSHIRE
HAGLEY
21
1790 Man Fishing//Snail. Bronzed, semi prooflike UNC, RARE $850.
KIDDERMINSTER 23
1791 A Woolpack//Arms. Luster, no flaws, super UNC $165
KIDDERMINSTER 26a
1791 Arms//David Garrick. R&B, lots of red in devices, UNC Choice $225.
WORCESTER
35
1788 George III//Visited Worcester. Choice Silvered UNC $165.

ANGLESEY
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ANGLESEY
268
1787 Druid//Cypher. Lightly handled UNC, a halfpenny pattern, this one the
only halfpenny made dated 1787, a very nice R&B UNC, the obverse all fading red. RARE, $595.
ANGLESEY
286
1788 Druid/Cypher. Brown, nice surfaces, luster $145.
ANGLESEY
287 1788 Druid/Cypher. RR, fading red and pretty, ch UNC $245.
ANGLESEY
289 1788 Druid/Cypher. Brown, Luster, UNC $165.
ANGLESEY
290 1788 Druid/Cypher. Red in devices, super luster UNC $165
ANGLESEY
291 1788 Druid/Cypher. RR- Bronzed, tiny dig in obv field—net GEF, $165.
ANGLESEY
380
1790 Druid//Cypher. This is one of Boultons trial pieces, that communication
with his man at the Soho Mint wound up convincing Dr. Richard Doty that this piece was being
struck when the self ejecting collar was made to work. An example of this is extant struck out of
collar, but with a few marks on the edge, the rest are all collar strikes. An historical item, 72 struck
RARE and absolutely wonderful. Full blazing luster, UNC, not a better I think, $1200.
SCOTLAND
ANGUSSHIRE
5
1797 Town House/the Quay—some red, minor mks, UNC $225.
CROOM’S
12
ND Arms of Dundee//Sells, &c. Proof, UNC $150. Minor rough $65.
DUNDEE
16a
1796 Infirmary//Ship &c. slight milling shows, much red AU $120.
DUNDEE
17
1797 The Glass Works//Town Hall. This flawless surfaces, prooflike bronzed
and really super UNC. You will not be looking for a better one, $275.
DUNDEE
21
1797 St Andrew’s Church//Cow Gate port. R&B UNC, few spots, $150.
DUNDEE
21b
1797. Design as last---plain edge, RR++, AU, but net price GVF $155.
DUNDEE
39
ND IM Co farthing, Scales//Armed Sentinel. R&B UNC $145.
DUNDEE
40
1796 Horse and Cart//Trades hall. RARE, choice brn UNC $165
DUNDEE
42
1797 Horse and Cart//Trades hall. Tad red, choice UNC $145.
INVERNESS
2a
1794 Rose and Thistle//Cornucopia. Red in devices, luster $145.
LANARKSHIRE
2
1791 Reclining river god//Arms of Glasgow. This is a PROOF, WITH A
PAPER WRAPPER FROM THE SOHO MINT--- Glasgow Halfpenny. $425. DNW
LOTHIAN
2
1796 Stag’s Head//Arms. Bronzed, luster UNC, RARE GRADE--$225.
LOTHIAN
66c
1792 Farthing---St Andrew, Cross//Arms. RR nice UNC, tad red $175.
Farthings—Lothian 92, Johnstone AVF $35. 93, Johnson GVF $35. 94, Kirkwood GVF $35.
Edinburgh 69, bird on a branch GVF $65. Lothian, George Meikle, D&H 100, EF $85.
PERTH
2
ND Man fishing, boat, net//Tay Bridge. The reverse with a rough area
above the bridge in the field, otherwise easily AU. Obv nice. Minor wear--price, net EF $ 165.
PERTH
4a
1797 A Church//A Water Wheel mill. Choice brown UNC $225.
IRELAND
For those that want a very nice example of a Camac token, consider these
DUBLIN
91c
1792 Female, Harp//Cypher, Camac. GVF or better, real sharp $65.
DUBLIN
120
1792 Female, Harp//Cypher, Camac. EF, really nice $95
DUBLIN
161
1792 Female, Harp//Cypher, Camac, EF nice $95.
DUBLIN
231
1792 Camac, etc, //rev is John of Gaunt. Some luster, nice AU $75.
DUBLIN
309bis ND
George MacBride, 17 Westmoreland Street, Dublin//Fine Fashionable
Furnishing, Ironmonger. . This, with one edge bump, is the best I have seen, AU my grade-- the
piece was listed as RRR, but since then a few found, perhaps RR will do it. Good buy at $195.
DUBLIN
328
1797 Prince of Wales//Fame flying. Tad red, full luster UNC $295.
DUBLIN
352
1795 Hibernia Seated//Regulator stove. Luster, cpl mks, UNC $125.
DUBLIN
370 1792 R. L. T.& Co.//Cypher, Pro Bono Publico. RARE, GVF for issue., $55.
DUBLIN
381
1804 Female Seated//WH Co cypher. Different die from the 380, this on a dark flan,
but nicely struck, VERY RARE and the best one I have seen. GVF or so, nice $245.
DUBLIN
402
1792 ¼ d. Bust DavidGarrick/ Payable, &c. RARE, R&B UNC nice luster $425.
WEXFORD 9
1800 A Phoenix, cypher//Woodcock’s Bank &c. F-VF and nice for these, $125.

BOOKS------PAGE EIGHT
The Standard References, current volumes.
All prices include postage
Dalton & Hamer—“Provincial Token Coinage of the Eighteenth Century”. A NEW EDITION
available now!! $125 + $10 post. $135 Post Paid, send a check for $135 to Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135,
Seattle, WA. Though it is the same D&H we all know and love, it has additional information to make your
life easier when using it, and a revised and greatly expanded complete addenda. Order Today!!
The Token Book----Paul and Bente Withers compilation of a price guide (2010) for British 17th, 18th , and
19th century tokens. Included are both copper and silver tokens of the 19th century, also included a general
guide on Evasion tokens.The only series not covered in this book is Unofficial Farthings.
Though the prices have seasoned, they will be close enough, and the book is especially good for finding out
what is rare and what is not. Fine photographs. Used, but about new, nice $25. Add $5 for post.
PIGS MEAT ----The selected writings of Thomas Spence, radical and pioneer Land Reformer.
The book is used, but you will not know it. $15. Add $3 for post.
R. C. Bell---Commercial Coins, 1787-1804----though this book has been superseded by the new book on
the subject by Jon Lusk, it is valuable for the history it contains, the first book in the Bell series. $15, plus $3
post. With dust jacket, overall VF or better.
R. C. Bell---Tradesmen’s Tickets and Private Tokens. 1785-1819. One could not find two subjects farther
apart, the tradesmen’s tickets are 18th century tokens with no promise to pay, and generally no denomination,
thus they are advert pieces only, but many of them circulated anyway. The other item in the book are private
tokens, generally by the very rich, who wanted a talisman that was special made, and in a small number.
Used for trading with other collectors, these have become some of the rarest and highly collected pieces in
the Dalton and Hamer book. With slightly torn dust jacket, it is a fascinating study. With post $70.
Jon Lusk---British and Irish Trademen’s tokens 1787-1804. The book about genuine trademen’s issues
that were redeemable, replaces and goes well past Bell’s volume, above. Amazing photos, even of the edges,
and also of some varieties. A superb work. For information contact the author jon@lusk.cc
British Numismatic Auction Catalogues, 1710-1984---Compiled by Harrington E. Manville and Terence J.
Robertson---also serves as Volume 1 of the Encyclopaedia of British Numismatics. Published and printed
by both A. H. Baldwin & Sons, Ltd., and Spink and Son Ltd. 1986. This large amazing book took a lot of
research, all auctions, big and small, and what was in them are listed covering a 275 year period----This
provides a jump off start for any numismatic quest. A very rare and important book, I have not seen another
for sale. Very few printed, it seems. Excellent condition, Quarto. 420 pages, Under my cost at $100.
Evasion Tokens
priced to sell-Listed by Atkins numbers, 1891, as well as by Cobwright numbers, 1993. Very evasive things---A-??? Cob G0506//B0343 Very worn and double struck, double many things and quite far apart, some of
this easily seen others not---porosity as well. Could be A220 type, or A-221, Cob B0498//B0515---or
something else altogether. Interesting puzzle for the expert, all yours $25.
A-4 Cob A0040/S0030
Alfred the Great//South Wales. (Harp). Nice VF $35.
A-21 Cob B0030/M0040 Brutus Sextus//Music Charms. (Harp). VG/F, 1775. $25.
A-40 Cob C0060//D0080 Claudius Romanus//Delectat Rus * C. Britannia 1774 Fine, $25. VF, Nice $35.
A-53 Cob C0140//P0030 Claudius Romanus//Pax Pla Cid. Britannia. (1775) AVF $35
A-54 Cob C0070//d0050 Claudius Romanus//Delectat Rus. Britannia. VF cleaned, $25.
A-64 Cob C0200//N0150 Colonel Kirk//North Wales 1796. Harp. EF $65.
A-99 Cob G0010//S0050 Ganges III Rate//Stratfordensis 1781. Harp. GF-VF, nice $55.
A-163 Cob G0290//D0200 George Rules//Delectan Dus. Good, $18.
A-173 Cob G0305//N0030 George Rules//North Wales 1760. Harp. Nets F+ all readable, nice $35
A-182 Cob 0380//B0290
George Rules//Britain’s Isles. Harp. 17-56? AF $25.
A-314 Cob G0990//B0060 God Save the King//Be as you seem to be. 1796. VF $45
A-369 Cob G1180//G0140 Gregory III Pon.//Bonny Girl 1770. Britannia. F+ $35.
A-379 Cob G1240//E0010 Gulielmus Shakespeare//Eng-Land’s Glory. VF+ $45
Another, EF or better, $55.
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Identified in Williamson’s Boyne, priced in Dickinson 1986. See also the Token Book 2010.
Bedfordshire W11 Robert Fitzhugh //in Bedford. G-VG, identifiable, $18.
Bedfordshire W-28 John Samm//of Clifton. 1664. Draper’s Arms, AVF very nice $145.
Gloucester
W-18 A Bristol Farthing---Arms of Gloucester, ship//CB &c. GF, 1662. $25.
Gloucester
W-20 A Bristol Farthing—Arms of Gloucester, ship//CB &c. 1670. AF $25.
Gloucester
W81 A Gloucester Farthing—CG 1669//Arms of Gloucester. Sharp Fine $65.
Gloucester
W163 This Farthing is owned in Tetbury//Ye Armes of that BvrrovghVF $65.
Huntingdonshire
W-60. Iohn Newman//of St. Neots. (Grocer’s Arms. GVG $18.
Lincolnshire W127 George Gvisnige//in Horncastle. RARE, porous, net VG, $35
Lincolnshire W131 Iohn Hvssey//of Horn Castle his half peny. 1668. (Mercer’s Arms). VF $120.
Lincolnshire W135 Evstace Hooker//Of Kirton his half Peny. 1665. VG-F, weak obv $35.
Norfolk
W225 A Norwich Farthing//(Arms of Norwich). Porous, near VF but net F, $30.
Norfolk
W256 Francis Hawlett//inThetford. (a wool pack). 1668. Pebbly flan, Fine, $78
Norfolk
W285 For the use of the poor//at Yarmovth. (Town Arms). 1667 readable VG, $22.
Suffolk
W224 Villa Lowestoft Suffolk//A Lowestof Farthing. (Arms of the town) AF $28
Suffolk
W226 Villa Lowestoft Suffolk//A Lowestof Farthing. (Arms of the town) F-VF $42.
Suffolk
W288 Nicholas Shepherd//in Saxmundham, Draper. (Draper’s Arms), Fine $35
19TH CENTURY PENNIES AND HALFPENNIES. Withers numbers.--- Unless noted, all are pennies.
W-975
Hobson’s, Sheffield. Crossed Arrows//Britannia Seated. 1812. AEF, pretty nice $35.
W989
Sheffield, Overseers of the Poor. RR. 1813. View of the workhouse/Hope standing. VF++$45
W1070
Bust Geo. III//Britannia Seated. 1812. GVF $35.
W1082
Bust Geo.III//Payable at Bayliss, Birmingham &c. 1811. VF+--GF. $35.
W1102
Bust Geo III//To facilitate trade---1811. AEF $55.
W1140
A Wheat Sheaf, Payable &c 1811//Value—Tunstead and Happing. Some luster EF $65.
W1590
Bust Admiral Nelson//a ship. EF, “Halppeny” spelling----1812
$45. ½ d
W1685
Monogram//Ship. 1814, Issued by Halliday, only few made, Very RARE GVF $350.
W1901
Ireland, Strabane, Tyrone. Justice seated//Value, 1813 Choice VF $42.
W2086
Isle of Man---Bust Geo III//For Publick accommodation. 1830. F+ as many are, this one is
listed as being in copper, but unless mistaken, this piece is Brass. F+ $45. Penny Token
W2090
Isle of Man, ½ d, George III, God Save the King//For Publick accommodation. 1830. F $25.
Another, about VF, still soft in centers but letters sharp, $35.
W—Addenda #1. ½ d, Augustus Cove---who issued a token that had the following on it, the obverse:
“Beware of the Grand Junction Canal Company” some of whose Fraud, Oppression, Perjury,
Forgery and Robbery &c are set forth in--------(-The Reverse continues the thoughts)--- Augustus Cove’s,
publications--- entitled “The Tocsin Sounded, or the Bull Taken by the Horns, &c. To be had of the
Booksellers.
It is appropriate to say that he was very mad at said Grand Junction Canal, who he claimed did not treat him
well in many ways. Cove was a dealer in china and glass, the Canal company leased to him a wharf in
Paddington basin. Cove’s publication, which ran to 185 pages, outlines the criminal and unjust treatment he
suffered at the hands of the Canal company.
The token---it is in Wither’s Addenda, and at one time it was said that only three existed, but this was before
I was handed a box perhaps 10 years or more ago at a London coin fair that contained 40 of them. They were
all as new, but many were softly struck, in fact most were, and a bit erratic in both strike and color.
The one offered is the one from my collection, it is all red, and fully struck, and is offered at $320 for both
scarcity and condition. It was the best one in the box, that is for sure. I think it finest known.
To find out more about Cove and his troubles, read “Augustus Cove and the GJCC” by Stanley Holland,
published in Waterways World February 1993. Token collecting can be surprising, and always fun--- Bill
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BATTLE OF WATERLOO---(1815)---Medal designer B. Pistrucci decided to make a commemorative
medal for this battle, and he did—at 133mm there was no press that could strike such a thing, thus he made
the obverse, and the reverse, in two pieces and sold them that way. He made bronze and silver examples,
shells that were crimped over a lead or other filler. Today they have value well into 4 figures, but in 1975
the Waterloo Committee made electrotypes of both the bronze and silver medals. The present offering is a
silver electrotype, 133mm for both the obverse and reverse of the medal. The four governments opposing
Napoleon are represented on the obverse, and symbols of battle, with the forces of good on horseback
charging. Around, symbols of both good and evil. It is in a wood frame as originally sold in 1975, with the
arms of the Prince Regent on a small plaque, and another plaque showing that it is #246. Better than
extremely fine, these two “half medals” a nice buy at $495. Will require care in shipping----Second Bill of Exchange----#458, issued at St. Helena, by the Court of Directors for the affairs of the
United East India Company, 25 August 1801. Items of interest about this bill, which is for 50 Pounds
Sterling, are the following. The first and Third bill of exchange was apparently issued, and went unpaid, so
they are using the Second bill of exchange, which is usually the one kept by the person ordering it. Very
unusual to find a “Second”. Any bill of exchange dated 1801 is rare, and from St. Helena very rare, this one
was signed by three signers who in 1820, after Napoleon took residence on the Island, would have supper
with him, thus a bit of a Napoleon connection. The other rare thing is the size. It has one centerfold that is
noticeable, and 4 other light folds. All complete, very clean paper, it is 8 inches tall and 14 inches wide, in
very dark ink and fully readable. A wonderful rarity, and yours for $365.
Medal—silver, 1895---91.4 G weight, 58mm, with 5mm rim. Hanger as well, and the original box in decent
condition. A castle, with Lion in a circle above, reverse shows it was awarded to Harry Kill for long service
in 1934 by the institute of clayworks. Very unusual name, rare medal. Luster, about as made, yours at $135.
Medal---copper, 71mm, International Exposition, Belgium 1897. Three figures in very high relief on the
obverse, Arms of Belgium on the reverse, not named. Claim to fame, other than the exposition, is the
composition, it is Lustrous brown, superb chocolate color, looks edible!! Wonderful new condition. $95.
Belguim----the bust of King Leopold//An electric generator, of 1894, presented by the Electrique Society
Anonyme, Brexelles (Brussells, ) a heavy (86.6 G weight) medal, and interesting. GVF, better $75.
Empress Club Shield Award---Gilt 84 X 57 gilt shield shaped uniface medal, founded 1837, this dated
1897, the award for original member Mrs H. Welch. Struck by Collins, Newgate, London, and in the original
Collins named box. Very neat piece, nicely done, and as made, box is GVF, $95.
The Worshipful Company of Painters and Stainers----not a guild I see that often---rare Silver, 47.8G
weight, Arms of the guild obverse, unnamed official presentation medal on reverse. As made, UNC $115.
Queen Victoria, Diamond Jubilee medal. Young head//Old head. Official issue, AE 55mm. Superb
chocolate color, for the 60th year of her reign in 1897. Very nice UNC $55.
Arms of the Worshipful Company of Cutlers. Silver, 51mm, 63G weight, Arms of the company, very
ornate, with a shield containing swords, elephant above, and two large elephants as supporters. Wonderful
item. The reverse with a shield and a ribbon, & room for a name, not awarded. Worth it for the art, $225.
National Edition of Shakespeare’s works, a medal by Kuchler for J. and J. Boydell, and struck by Matthew
Boulton at the Soho Mint. Silver, 48mm, obverse Shakespeare seated on a rock, flanked by figures of Drama
and Painting, Reverse legend and date(1803) in 16 lines. EF, in original shells of issue, $325.
USA-----James Monroe, 1817, a copper Indian Peace Medal by M. Furst and J. Reich, the bust to right,
and in fur-draped attire. The reverse, with clasped hands, a tomahawk, and a peace pipe. 76mm. The obverse
with no marks, but the copper shows two toning, a darker copper coming through in several places, leaving,
say, a milk chocolate and dark chocolate toning, with the lighter one prevalent . The darker toning spots are
seen on the reverse, with a couple of very light exceptions. The medal has no damage, and we shall call it a
nice GVF or EF. A chance to own one of these wonderful, and usually terribly expensive medals at $550.
Thorp Arch Seminary---Silver, 53mm, 60.8g, 1805. Britannia, attended by eight infant Genii, The reverse
with the award, to S. Mayelston for Classical Learning, December 1805. Minor surface marks, otherwise
better than Very Fine and very rare. The obverse design very involved and interesting. $345.
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Queen Victoria---diamond jubilee 60 years, 1897. Silver medalet, holed at top with a tiny hole, 30mm,
12G. This medal bound to be rare, struck for celebration, Lima , Peru!! AU, nice $65.
Queen Elizabeth II--- 33mm bronze, 1953-54---Bust of Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip//Arms of
Nigeria, issued for the Royal Visit to Nigeria. GEF, very nice and quite elusive, $65.
London Bridge---51mm bronze, 16 March 1973, the opening of the new London Bridge. View of bridge,
//Arms of London. A City of London medal. About as new EF $35.
Monneron----the Monneron firm, in 1791, planned a series of “famous men of France”, and put the project
in the hands of Matthew Boulton at the Soho Mint in England. Only two of the famous men were struck,
however, as in 1793 the French republic was in trouble, the King and Queen were guillotined, and Monneron
found themselves on the wrong side of the political fence. Here are the two they had made---Both are UNC,
and both come with a French sales ticket, are Bronze, and as new. 35mm with luster-----Each plain edge
second strikings. Jaques Rosseau the first one, Ch new, $295. Marquis de Lafayette the second one,
$350. Sell the pair, $500. Super deal.
Majorca---1821 silver 30 Suelos---(sous) with all stamped, not struck on a silver blank. One side with the
date and value, and FR VII----the other with “Salus Populi”. Emergency money, original ch VF, $320.
George Washington--- the Washington and Independence token, his bust to left, the reverse with “United
States” and a female with cap of liberty seated on a rock. AVF, smooth and nice, no problems $110.
Buttons----First, one by Murphy, London, Rampant Lion design, estimate 1820, GVF $65. ---the second, a
pair of buttons made mid-late 1800’s, USA Indian service design, by Cowens, NY, GVF or better $75.
Pan American Expo, 1901, Buffalo, New York---a souvenir aluminum ring with an Indian Cent of 1901 in
the center. Indian cents in aluminum rings not all that common. Rare expo piece, EF $110.
US Naval Fleet Australia Cruise, 1925, with 145 ships participating. Copper, 38mm---list of some of the
planned stops//Map on the reverse. Another tough to find item, essentially EF-AU $135.
Gibralter---the Sinking of the Royal George. View of sinking, 1783, the reverse with ships at sea firing
on Gibralter----red in the devices, and unholed, very rare like this, UNC essentially, $295.
Germany----the famous “Shame Thaler” by Lauer, French soldier depicted with nude German woman,
reverse a broken sword. In Germany, the French soldiers were accused of abusing women prisoners. Lauer
captured that on the medal. Silver, EF+, some luster, $110. Another one, fully UNC $165.
Zepplin---the famous 1929 world flight of the Zepplin, silver 36mm, Bust of Eckener to left///the Zepplin
over the world depicted on the reverse. EF, but about as made, very nice $195.
SIR EDMUNDBERRY GODFREY----in 1678 the Catholic/Protestant dispute was raging on in Great
Britain, and the Protestants, due to the King “becoming protestant” to allow him to gain the throne.
Magistrates were appointed, and anyone coming to them and complaining about a Catholic---whether for
good reason or not, truth or not, the magistrate could punish the Catholic---right up to and including killing
him, with no trial needed. One magistrate was Sir Edmundberry Godfrey, and a group of Catholics decided
to kill him. He was strangled behind Somerset house. This was recorded with a set of medals, by George
Bower. These silver medals were well made----They are: 39mm silver, made in 1678.
#1
Godfrey with rope around the neck, being strangled. This is the obverse for $1, 2, and 3.
Rev of #1, the pope with a scroll, (a Papal Bull), showing agreement with the killing.
#2
Rev shows the killers leading a horse with the dead Godfrey aboard, taking him to hide.
#3
Obverse has Godfrey walking up a hill after he was supposed to be dead (Ergo Para Sumas)
Reverse has St. Dennis, the martyr, walking down hill carrying his head. Therefore, they are equal.
I have these three--, #1, 2, and 3. Of these three, #1 is fairly common, #2 was unknown to Michener, the
cataloguer, and is very rare, #3 is also quite rare. #1 is EF and $850. #2 is VF+ and $350, and #3 which is
always in demand for the great satire it shows, is a solid VF++ and $550. The total price is $1750, but for
this sale only, if you wish them they will be close to cost at $1500. It is my second set, --- Really neat pieces
.
I began collecting these years ago, and have the set in EF or better, value , with one added piece---is around
$4500 to $5000. The 3piece set offered is all original, and very nice, Silver, just a bit of wear.

ABREVIATIONS AND GRADING
The English grading system is used on all tokens, but the grading abbreviations are USA. A plus or a minus
next to a grade indicates that the piece is in the grade indicated, but look, surfaces, or marks may be a bit
better or worse than the grade given. Scr= scratch. Hfs, =holed for suspension. Rm=rim nick.
UNC—no wear. AU—Tad rub. EF— light circulation. VF-Very fine. F-Fine. VG Very good. G-Good.
TERMS OF SALE
All tokens guaranteed genuine, and descriptions correct. Tokens may be returned within 30 days of receipt
for any reason, and refunds will be prompt. All coins and tokens guaranteed genuine for life. No discounts
will be given for the first 30 days of the sale.
Your satisfaction is far more important than a sale.
All orders will be shipped upon receipt of payment to Bill McKivor in US funds. Please do not mail cash.
Shipment will be held until funds clear if you are unknown to me.
As most items are one of a kind, alternate selections are appreciated.
Shipping charges-- $7.00 for orders up to $200. Orders $200-$400 $8.00. $300-$600 are $10. Over $600
sent registered mail, $18 & up.
BOOKS—most are priced with postage to the USA via Media Mail.
Foreign minimum registered £25. Foreign orders must be pre-paid before shipping. Insurance is
available but at customer’s cost. Uninsured sent at customer’s risk. Ask for details.
ORDERING
Please give the List #, MAJOR HEADING, MINOR HEADING, D&H number, and price when ordering.
By Phone---(206) 244-8345 9 AM to 10 PM Pacific time only.
By E-mail---A great way to order or ask about tokens--- Copperman@Thecoppercorner.com
By mail to: Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146.

THE COPPER CORNER
PO BOX 46135
SEATTLE, WA 98146

